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This ongoing media deck will be updated seasonally to 
support trending travel topics and AAA travel tips.
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Travel 
 Inspiration

We understand that many people may feel 

overwhelmed by the idea of making travel plans. 

Whether dealing with the higher costs of things 

or the potential for a trip to be disrupted, travelers 

want peace of mind that everything will go 

smoothly. AAA is here to help. Our travel experts 

are ready to guide travelers through the process 

of planning and booking their dream vacation.

Our new digital tool, Trip Canvas, is designed with 

that goal in mind. Using AAA’s travel expertise 

combined with their inspiration — travelers can 

create an unforgettable trip that still meets 

their travel goals but is tailored to their budget. 

They can also book confidently, knowing that 

many of the accommodations, restaurants and 

activities have met AAA’s high standards. AAA 

believes that by making the booking process 

easier and more transparent, we can help 

more people experience the joy of travel.

We hope you will join us in our mission to make 

travel more accessible and enjoyable for everyone. 



Dream 
Destinations

Domestic



 Orlando 
F L O R I D A 

A family-oriented destination with sparkling 
lakes, lovely gardens, relaxing state parks, 
and a string of beaches. With Disney’s four 
major theme parks, Universal’s two, SeaWorld 
Orlando and Discovery Cove Orlando, plus 
numerous other area attractions, pure 
entertainment is certain to follow. 

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/article/AAA347/Orlando


 Las Vegas 
N E VA D A 

Vegas is constantly reinventing itself, discarding 
the old and doing the new. Stroll down the 
famed Strip and behold the finely aged Vegas 
cheese that is Caesars Palace or ride the world’s 
tallest Ferris wheel while it soars 550 feet into 
the Vegas sky.  

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/article/AAA558/Las%20Vegas


 Nashville 
T E N N E S S E E 

Nashville is a city with melodious roots. Best 
known as Music City, USA, the capital of 
Tennessee is where honky-tonk singers become 
stars and where dreams of glitz and glamour 
become reality. 

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/article/AAA533/Nashville


 Los Angeles
C A L I F O R N I A 

Whether it’s shopping in Beverly Hills or nightclub-
hopping on the storied Sunset Strip, spirits easily 
soar in the City of Angels. Los Angeles has glorious 
natural surroundings and world-class tourist 
attractions to ethnic neighborhoods with their own 
unique character.  

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/article/AAA544/Los%20Angeles


 New York City 
N E W  Y O R K 

Enjoy the view of Lower Manhattan, home of colorful Little 
Italy, bustling Chinatown and funky SoHo; turn around and 
glance toward Upper Manhattan, where Harlem’s 1920s 
musical renaissance electrified the country; and in the 
center of it all, glimpse the rectangular forest of Central 
Park, playground for all cultures. 

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/article/AAA590/New%20York%20City


Dream 
Destinations

International



 Paris 
F R A N C E 

Explore the city like a local and discover the top things 
to do and see in Paris, as well as the best restaurants, 
bars, nightclubs, cafes, and hotels the City of Light has 
to offer, with our comprehensive, up-to-date, and free 
Paris travel guide. 

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/vacation/568576/PARIS/Best-Of-France 


 Barcelona 
S P A I N 

Barcelona’s history is seen everywhere in the city. 
The oldest areas are located by the sea, including the 
shopping enclave Barri Gotic. On the other side of the main 
boulevard, La Rambla, lies the legendary Raval district. Tons 
to see and even more to explore.  

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/vacation/571308/BARCELONA/Easy-Pace-Spain 


Vancouver 
C A N A D A 

Explore Vancouver’s diverse neighborhoods, ranging 
from trendy Yaletown to dynamic Gastown to Granville 
Island with its farmer’s market, indulge in fresh regional 
seafood, or enjoy must-see sights like Stanley Park and 
Grouse Mountain.  

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/article/AAA564/Vancouver 


 Rome 
I T A L Y 

Known as the Eternal City, it has attracted visitors for 
over 2,000 years. It is one of the most magnificent and 
romantic cities in the world, boasting an attractive mix 
of grandiose sights — the likes of the Colosseum, Roman 
Pantheon, and Forum — and bustling city life. Life is sweet. 

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/vacation/568592/ROME/Best-Of-Italy


Athens 
G R E E C E 

Discover the beauties of the Anafiotika district, at the foot 
of the Acropolis, and visit the ancient village still housed in 
the city.  Enjoy the skyline and new plantings, viaducts and 
paths for walking. A place for all to enjoy.  

Explore
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https://www.aaa.com/tripcanvas/vacation/568816/ATHENS/Best-Of-Greece


Additional 
Resources
 
AAA.com/TripCanvas

 www.instagram.com/aaa_national 

 twitter.com/aaa_travel 

 www.pinterest.com/aaa

Newsroom.AAA.com

 
 

Travel experts are available for interviews, quotes, or recommendations 
to you and your readers/viewers. If you would like to schedule 
an interview, please reach out to Brittany Moye. 
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